MARCH - APRIL 2019
Visit www.leeds.ac.uk/festivalofscience to learn more!
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Science Fair
From the wonders of astronomy and interactive space toys to the mind-boggling mathematical
tautochrone, this year’s science fair organized by the Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society will be
packed with interesting and interactive displays for all age groups to enjoy.
£

Leeds City Museum

Millennium Square, Leeds
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The most complex machine

Leonardo da Vinci’s passion for accurately recording his findings led to insights into the workings and
structure of human beings. Take a look at how underlying skeletal and muscular structure gives our
bodies form as well as functionality. Discover the 6 types of joint found in the body and examine how
they are fit for purpose.
£
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Historical Gadget Show
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10AM to 12PM

Free!
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www.cafe-sci.org.uk

Do you love gadgets? Join us for a free family friendly workshop looking at how modern day gadgets
have developed from their historical beginnings. You'll also have the chance to go behind the scenes and
take a look in the museum store. Could you invent a gadget of the future?
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Donation

Families

Leeds Discovery Centre
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www.leeds.gov.uk/leedsartgallery

Dead or alive, man or woman, famous or unknown, which scientist most deserves the audience's appreciation?
Seven Arts
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Free!

SCIENCE SLAM - all-time favourite scientist!

Chapel Allerton, Leeds
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www.leeds.gov.uk/citymuseum

Families

Leeds Art Gallery
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Free!

11AM to 4PM

Booking Essential:
discovery.centre@leeds.gov.uk
0113 37 82100

A level maths standard

The infinitely large and the infinitely small are mind-blowing concepts that have helped mathematicians to
solve some very real, and infinite problems. Katie Chicot explores the mysteries and mis-conceptions of infinity,
from ancient puzzles to some of the very latest mathematical research, taking you to infinity... and beyond.
University of Leeds

Woodhouse Lane, Leeds

£

2:30PM to 3:30PM

Free!

Contact the Festival Team for venue details at:
festivalofscience@leeds.ac.uk

